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A B S T R A C T

Degradation decreases photovoltaic power delivery capacity over time. Studies on photovoltaic degradation are
usually based on accelerated tests or filed tests which are time-consuming and require much effort. This paper
investigates the degradation process of photovoltaic modules by simulation studies. A circuit-based model is
employed to describe photovoltaic characteristics to environmental conditions and to the aging factors of
photovoltaic modules. Analysis of each aging factor shows that the decrease of short-circuit current, the main
reason of power loss, is mainly caused by optical degradation. The decay of fill factor mainly due to degradation
of parasitic resistances worsens the power output. The statistical analysis of photovoltaic characteristic para-
meters based on a great number of photovoltaic modules with the same technology indicates that the de-
gradation process can be very complicated depending on the degradation patterns of aging factors. Generally,
the power loss tends to increase and the mismatch among photovoltaic modules becomes more remarkable
through the time.

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) module is considered as the most reliable com-
ponent in a PV system, and its life time is expected to be more than
20 years. Degradation, however, decreases the PV power delivery ca-
pacity over time [1]. A thorough understanding of PV module de-
gradation is required to make better use of PV module during its life
time.

Studies on PV degradation often investigate the degradation modes,
mechanisms, and degradation rates. The reported degradation modes
include cell cracks, hot spots, glass soiling, ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA)
browning, delamination, coating oxidation, etc., for crystalline silicon
PV modules operated over 20 years in Italy [2]. These degradation
models were also observed in PV modules of other technologies and
exposed to various climates. In [3], Malvoni et al. studied the long-term
performance loss of a 960 kWp PV system in the Mediterranean climate
and concluded that the PV system demonstrated good performance
compared to other plants located in the same climate. Kichou et al. [4]
investigated the degradation modes and degradation rates of thin-film
PV modules exposed to relatively dry and sunny climate in Spain.
Bouraiou et al. [5] investigated the impacts of high temperature and the
other climatic factors in the Saharan environment on the performance
of PV modules installed in the desert region in south of Algeria. Chandel
et al. [6] presented the performance degradation of mono-crystalline-

silicon PV generator after 28 years of exposure at a western Himalayan
in India, and the main defects observed in PV modules were en-
capsulant discoloration, delamination, oxidation of front grid fingers,
and glass breakages. In [7], Jordan et al. concluded that hot spot was
the most important degradation mode for crystalline modules installed
in the last 10 years while the glass breakage and absorber corrosion
dominated the degradation models for thin-film PV technologies. It was
also concluded that PV modules exposed to hot and humid climates
show considerably higher degradations modes than those in desert and
moderate climates. These degradation modes decrease the light ap-
proaching the semiconductor junction and worsen the internal elec-
trical properties of PV modules leading to the loss in power production.
In [8], the long-term performance degradation rates of 12 PV systems
with different technologies including monocrystalline silicon, multi-
crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe),
copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) were investigated and the
degradation rates varied significantly among these technologies. In [9],
nearly 2000 degradation rates were reviewed showing a median annual
performance degradation rate of 0.5% and that location and PV tech-
nology were most influential factors determining degradation rate.
Accelerated tests and outdoor tests which are time-consuming and re-
quire substantial efforts are the most frequently applied approaches to
study degradation of PV modules. It took hundreds of hours to run the
thermal cycling stress test to estimate the degradation rate of multi-
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crystalline silicon PV modules under well controlled conditions in [10].
The outdoor experiments could last from several years to more than
20 years. Hence, a simple and fast approach to investigate the de-
gradation of PV performance over time regardless of the PV technology
and the installed location is of great value.

Indeed, a PV plant usually consists of dozens or hundreds of PV
modules. Degradation process can provoke mismatch among PV mod-
ules. It is interesting that the standard deviation of peak power of 42
crystalline silicon PV modules after 12-year operation in Southern
Europe slightly decreased compared to initial value in [11]. However,
the standard deviation of peak power of 191 PV modules after 11 years
of field exposure to a cool and coastal environment in California, USA,
showed a greatly increase [12]. This mismatch of peak power among
PV modules may cause a variety of problems to the PV system [13],
such as the presence of multiple local maxima of the PV plant which can
mislead the maximal power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm failing to
extract the most power from the array. A better understanding of the
distribution of power output of PV modules will benefit the PV man-
agement system, and help improve the prediction accuracy of PV power
production over time.

Simulation provides an easy and fast approach to study the char-
acteristics of PV modules [14]. Such studies are often used to in-
vestigate response of PV modules to environmental factors [15] and to
develop MPPT algorithms [16]. Nowadays, simulation is also applied to
analyze the influence of degradation on PV module characteristics.
Doumane et al. [17] investigated power loss of a PV module over years
based on an equivalent electrical circuit by tuning the circuit para-
meters associated with the aging of PV modules, and this work was
conducted in a deterministic manner. However, a PV plant is composed
of dozens or hundreds of PV modules and the aging process of each
module could be quite different. A PV array is usually composed of PV
modules with the same technology. Hence, it will be of great value to
investigate the degradation process considering a great number of PV
modules with the same technology that the electrical properties of PV
modules are considered independent and identically distributed in
statistics.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the degradation process of PV
module performance by simulation considering a great number of PV
modules with the same technology. The investigation will concentrate
on the statistical analysis on the degradation of PV characteristic
parameters for the considered PV modules through the time. To this
end, a circuit-based model is developed to describe the general elec-
trical characteristics of PV modules in Section 2. In Section 3, the effects
of each aging factor on PV module performance are analyzed relying on

the circuit-based model. This is followed by simulation study on the
degradation process of a great number of PV modules over a long period
under assumptions that the considered PV modules with the same
technology are independent and their electrical properties follow the
same probability distribution. Results show that the degradation pro-
cess can be very complicated depending on the aging patterns of related
factors. Generally, the mismatch among PV modules become more re-
markable through the time. The conclusion and perspective are pro-
vided in Section 4.

2. Modeling of photovoltaic module characteristics

A PV cell is a semiconductor device fabricated in a thin wafer or
layer that converts solar power to electricity. And a PV module usually
consists of dozens of PV cells in series. The equivalent circuit of a PV
module in Fig. 1 shows a good compromise between complexity and
accuracy in modeling PV characteristics, and it is widely used to express
the electrical characteristics of a PV module. The light-generated cur-
rent Ipv is proportional to the effective irradiance and is affected by cell
temperature. The diode expresses the exponential I-V characteristics of
a PV module. The equivalent series resistance Rs and equivalent shunt
resistance Rp present the power loss due to the parasitic resistances in
practical PV modules. The equivalent series resistance Rs includes re-
sistances from metallic contacts, cell solder bonds, cell-interconnection
bars, junction-box terminations, and inner diode. The shunt resistance
Rp represents any parallel high-conductivity shunts across the solar cell
p-n junction or on the cell edges. In general case, the value of Rp is much
higher than that of Rs, while in ideal case the value of Rp is infinite and
the value of Rs is zero.

According to Kirchhoff laws, the I-V characteristics depicted in
Fig. 1 can be mathematically expressed as:
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where Ipv is the light-generated current; I0 is the diode reverse

Nomenclature

Ipv light-generated current
Rs series resistance
Rp shunt resistance
I0 diode reverse saturation current
a diode ideality factor
VT thermal voltage
Ns cells in series of a PV module
k Boltzmann constant
q electron charge
T PV cell temperature
I terminal current of a PV module
V terminal voltage of a PV module
Isc short-circuit current
Voc open-circuit voltage
G solar irradiation
Ipv,ref Ipv at reference conditions
Tref T at reference conditions

Gref G at reference conditions
kI temperature coefficient of Isc
kV temperature coefficient of Voc

τ transmittance of a PV module
Pmax maximal power
FF fill factor
t the index of time
τ(t) τ at time t
Rs(t) Rs at time t
Rp(t) Rp at time t
Ipv(t) Ipv at time t
V(t) V at time t
I(t) I at time t
μ0 initial mean value
σ0 initial standard deviation
μ(t) mean value at time t
σ(t) standard deviation at time t
A variation rate of μ
B variation rate of σ

IPV
Id

Rp V

IRs +

-

Fig. 1. The schematic of PV module equivalent circuit.
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saturation current; a is the diode ideality factor; Rs and Rp are the series
resistance and the shunt resistance, respectively; VT=NskT/q is the
thermal voltage of PV module with Ns cells in series; k is the Boltzmann
constant (1.3806503×10−23 J/K); q is the electron charge
(1.60217646×10−19 C); and T (K) is the cell temperature.

In (1), five model parameters, the light-generated current Ipv, the
diode reverse saturation current I0, the series resistance Rs, the shunt
resistance Rp, and the diode ideality factor a, are required to define the
I-V characteristics. Ipv depends on the incident irradiation and cell
temperature and is strongly influenced by the optical degradation of PV
module; I0 depends on the cell temperature; Rs and Rp depend on the
aging of module; a is a constant.

The dependence of light-generated current Ipv on incident solar ir-
radiation G and cell temperature T is expressed as [18]:

= + −I I k T T G
G

τ[ ( )]pv pv ref I ref
ref

,
(2)

where Ipv,ref is light-generated current at the reference conditions,
usually the standard test conditions (STC) of irradiation of 1000W/m2,
cell temperature of 25 °C, and air mass of 1.5; kI (A/K) is the tem-
perature coefficient of short-circuit current; T and Tref are the actual and
reference cell temperature; G and Gref are the actual irradiation and
reference irradiation; the dimensionless variable τ measures the trans-
mittance of PV module, which decreases over time due to optical de-
gradation, and the relative initial value is set as 1.

The dependence of diode reverse saturation current I0 on cell tem-
perature T is formulated as [19]:
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where kV (V/K) is the open-circuit voltage temperature coefficient; Isc,ref
and Voc,ref are the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage at the
reference conditions, respectively.

The I-V characteristics depending on environmental conditions and
the status of PV module are described by (1)–(3) making it possible to
study the effects of aging factors on PV characteristics.

3. Analysis and discussion

In this section the effects of aging factors on PV performance will
firstly be analyzed. This is followed by the investigation on the de-
gradation process of a great number of PV modules with the same
technology.

3.1. Analysis on effects of aging factors on photovoltaic module
performance

Due to outdoor exposure to irradiance, temperature, humidity,
wind, and physical stress like snow and hail, power delivery capacity of
a PV module decreases over time. The commonly observed degradation
modes include material corrosion, delamination, discoloration of en-
capsulant over cells, and breakage or cracks of modules. These de-
gradation modes affect the PV characteristics in three ways: decreasing
transmittance τ, increasing series resistance Rs, and decreasing shunt
resistance Rp [20,21]. In this section, the effects of each factor related to
aging on PV characteristic parameters, including short-circuit current
Isc, open-circuit voltage Voc, maximal power Pmax, and fill factor
(FF= Pmax/IscVoc) are quantitively analyzed. The FF describes the ide-
ality of a PV module, and a lower value of FF than ideal is caused by the
parasitic resistances and non-ideal diode.

The effects of aging factors on PV characteristics parameters are
illustrated by numerical case studies based on KC200GT PV module.
The multi-crystal KC200GT PV module with nominal power of 200W is
manufactured by Kyocera, and it is widely used in grid-connected PV
systems. The nominal characteristic parameters of KC200GT PV module

at STC and corresponding equivalent circuit model parameters are
given in Table 1. The investigation on effects of each aging factor on PV
characteristic parameters is conducted by tuning the value of corre-
sponding aging factor and observing the characteristic parameters with
the simulation model under STC.

3.1.1. Effects of decreasing transmittance
Many factors, such as corrosion of glass, discoloration of en-

capsulant, and degradation of anti-reflective coating can cause optical
degradation. Fig. 2 depicts the effects of a decreasing transmittance τ,
from initial value of 1 to 0.75, and to 0.5, on I-V characteristics of
KC200GT PV module under STC. The maximal power points (MPP) for
various transmittances are also shown in the figure.

It is observable that the decreasing transmittance τ reduces both Isc
and Voc. The PV characteristic parameters for various transmittances
are provided in Table 2. When the transmittance decreases from 1 to
0.75 and to 0.5, both Isc and Pmax are reduced by about 25% and 50%.
The FF and Voc show little variation compared to the change of Isc. The
effect of decreasing transmittance τ on power loss is almost linear
mainly from the loss of Isc; therefore, a small decrease in transmittance
can be detrimental to the PV power output.

3.1.2. Effects of parasitic resistances
Although PV cells and modules are designed to minimize the series

resistance losses, the series resistance Rs increases gradually under
outdoor exposure. Metallic corrosion which reduces the conductivity
contributes to the increase of Rs. An increase in the shunt paths across
the p-n junction may decrease the value of shunt resistance Rp. The
effects of parasitic resistances on PV performance have been studied in
[22], however, the extremely cases where large deviation of parasitic
resistances from initial values are not presented. The effects of in-
creasing Rs and decreasing Rp on I-V curve under STC are depicted in
Fig. 3.

The increasing Rs has no effect on Voc, but reduces Isc. The

Table 1
Nominal specifications of KC200GT PV module under STC.

Parameter Value

Maximum power Pmax 200W
Maximum power voltage Vmpp 26.3 V
Maximum power current Impp 7.61 A
Open circuit voltage Voc 32.9 V
Short circuit current Isc 8.21 A
Temperature coefficient of Voc −0.123 V/°C
Temperature coefficient of Isc 3.18× 10−3 A/°C
Diode ideal factor a 1.3
Series resistance Rs 0.221Ω
Shunt resistance Rp 415.4Ω

Fig. 2. Effects of decreasing transmittance on I-V characteristics at reference conditions.
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decreasing Rp reduces both Isc and Voc. Tables 3 and 4 present Isc, Voc,
Pmax, and FF for different values of Rs and Rp, respectively. When Rs is
increased by 10 times from 0.221Ω to 2.21Ω, Isc show little variation
while Pmax and FF are reduced by about 50%. At even higher value of Rs

(4.42Ω, 20 times of the initial value), the reduction of Isc is significant.
When the Rp decreases from 415.4Ω to 41.54Ω, the variation of PV
performance is small. However, at very low value of Rp, 4.154Ω, the
situation gets much worse that the FF thereby the Pmax decreases dra-
matically.

With the above analysis, it becomes clear that the decrease of Isc is
mainly caused by decreasing τ, while the increasing Rs and decreasing
Rp result in decreasing FF. The mixed effects lead to the loss of Pmax.

The numerical case study illustrates the way that the aging factors
affect PV module characteristic parameters and the magnitudes of the
effects by simulation studies. The methodology can be extended to
other PV technologies and applied to real PV modules exposed to out-
door conditions.

3.2. Analysis on the degradation process of photovoltaic modules

In the field, the aging factors occur continuously as the year pro-
gresses. To study the combined effects of aging factors on PV char-
acteristics, the electrical characteristics of a PV module in (1)–(3) are
written as (4)–(6) by considering the progress of aging factors through
the time:
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Here, the transmittance τ(t), the series resistance Rs(t), and shunt
resistance Rp(t) are time dependent variables presenting the aging
process of materials over time, thereby the I-V characteristics are not

only a function of irradiation G and cell temperature T, but also a
function of time t.

If the degradation patterns of each aging factor in (4)–(6) are
available, it is possible to characterize the degradation pattern of PV
characteristic parameters. There is, however, little information on the
degradation pattern of these aging factors. Warranty on PV module
power output is usually in the range of 20–25 years that the power
output will be more than 80% of its initial rated power after the
guaranteed years of operation. Thus, degradation of PV module is a
gradual and steady process. In [23], it is assumed that the power output
of PV modules with the same technology follows a Gaussian distribu-
tion, and the mean power of PV modules decreases linearly. Inspired by
the idea, it is assumed that each aging factor including the transmit-
tance τ, the series resistance Rs, and shunt resistance Rp follows a
Gaussian distribution as in (7) for a large population of PV modules
with the same technology.
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where y refers to the aging factor τ, Rs, or Rp, μ is its mean value, and σ is
its standard deviation. It is not clear on the dependence of these three
aging factors to each other or on the variation of their yearly de-
gradation rates and standard deviations over time. In this study, the
following assumptions are also considered: (i) aging factors are in-
dependent; (ii) the mean value and standard deviation of each aging
factor varies linearly as in (8) and (9).

= +μ t μ At( ) (1 )0 (8)

= +σ t σ Bt( ) (1 )0 (9)

Table 2
Effects of decreasing transmittance on PV characteristic parameters.

τ Isc (A) Voc (V) Pmax (W) FF

1 8.21 32.8 200.1 0.743
0.75 6.16 32.3 149.1 0.750
0.5 4.10 31.6 97.7 0.754

                     (a) Effects of series resistance Rs                                                     (b) Effects of shunt resistance Rp
Fig. 3. Effects of parasitic resistances on I-V curve under STC.

Table 3
Effects of increasing series resistance on PV characteristic parameters.

Rs (Ω) Isc (A) Voc (V) Pmax (W) FF

0.221 8.21 32.8 200.1 0.743
2.21 8.17 32.8 103.3 0.386
4.42 6.73 32.8 57.4 0.260

Table 4
Effects of decreasing shunt resistance on PV characteristic parameters.

Rp (Ω) Isc (A) Voc (V) Pmax (W) FF

415.4 8.21 32.8 200.1 0.743
41.54 8.17 32.7 185.2 0.693
4.514 7.80 29.3 66.5 0.291
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where μ0 and σ0 are the initial mean value and standard deviation at
t=0; A and B are the variation rate in percentage of the mean value
and standard deviation, respectively; t is the time in years. λ0= σ0/μ0 is
defined to describe σ0 in percentage of μ0.

The technique of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [24], which relies on
repeated random sampling to obtain numerical results, is widely used to
derive the probability distribution of an unknown random variable. To
obtain the distributions of PV characteristic parameters through the
time, following steps are deployed with Monte Carlo simulation tech-
nique: (i) determine the mean value and standard deviation at year t
with (8) and (9) for each aging factor; (ii) randomly sample the values
of each aging factor according to its distribution defined in (7); (iii)
construct I-V characteristics with (4)–(6) under given environmental
conditions of G and T; (iv) repeat steps (ii) and (iii) for N times. With
these steps, N I-V curves can be obtained at year t considering the
random degradation process of each aging factor. In this study,
N=5000 is considered and the distributions of PV characteristic
parameters at year t are derived with the 5000 I-V curves.

The degradation rate of PV modules highly depends on the PV
technology and the climate. Hence, the choice of degradation model
parameters in (7)–(9) including λ0, A, and B can be in a wide range. The
following case studies are used to illustrate the application of the de-
veloped simulation model into the analysis of the degradation process
of PV modules. To make a comprehensive comparison of aging patterns
on PV characteristic parameters, different values of λ0, A, and B by
enumerating possible values and utilizing degradation data derived
from long-term field operation are considered, while the other model
parameters including Rs and Rp at year t=0, kI, kV, and a are based on
specifications of KC200GT PV module.

3.2.1. Case study by enumerating degradation data
To simply the analysis, the standard deviation of each aging factor is

supposed to be constant over time, namely B=0. The values of μ0, λ0,
and A for each aging factor are given in Table 5. Analysis in Section 3.1
shows that the effect of transmittance τ on power is almost linear, while
the effects of parasitic resistances are totally non-linear which could be
disastrous for PV power output in extremely cases. Thus, two levels of
standard deviation of shunt resistance are compared to better under-
stand the impacts of parasitic resistances. Larger is the standard de-
viation of parasitic resistances, more possible is to observe the ex-
tremely cases (the observed value is far from the initial value) of
degradation of parasitic resistances.

The Monte-Carlo simulation technique described above is applied to
obtain the distribution of PV characteristic parameters through the
time. Fig. 4 shows the probability density distribution (PDF) of maximal
power before and after 20 years (common warranty of PV module) si-
mulated operation at two levels of standard deviation of shunt re-
sistance. The results are obtained under the nominal operating cell
temperature (NOCT) conditions, irradiation of 800W/m2 and ambient
temperature of 20 °C (47 °C cell temperature provided by datasheet),
which are considered closer to the actual operating conditions.

After 20 years, the maximal power decreases obviously, and the
mean of maximal power shows little deviation between two levels of
standard deviation of shunt resistance. The maximal power drops from
142.2W to 113.8W, and from 142.0W to 112.1W for the lower and the
higher level of standard deviation of shunt resistance, respectively. The
corresponding annual power loss rates are 0.999% and 1.05%, re-
spectively. However, the distributions of maximal power are quite
different. At the beginning, the distributions of maximal power under
two cases fit well normal distribution. At the year of 20, in the case of
smaller standard deviation of shunt resistance, the distribution of
maximal power still matches well with normal distribution shown in
Fig. 4(a); in the case of larger standard deviation of shunt resistance,
the distribution of maximal power is far from normal distribution
shown in Fig. 4(b). The probability of PV modules that their power
productions are more than 80% of initial rated power (113.6W under

NOCT) is 99.88% with smaller standard deviation of shunt resistance,
however, the number is reduced to 96.92% as the standard deviation of
shunt resistance is doubled.

To better explain the effects of two levels of standard deviation of
shunt resistance on PV characteristics, the mean value (μ) and standard
deviation (σ) of each characteristic parameter through the time is
shown in Fig. 5. These characteristic parameters include maximal
power Pmax, short-circuit current Isc, open-circuit voltage Voc, and fill
factor FF, and the observation period is expended to 30 years.

The mean of Pmax and Isc shows little difference between two levels
of variance of Rp. The larger standard deviation of Rp lowers the mean
of Voc and FF. The decay of Isc contributes the main part of power loss
which is worsened by the decrease of FF.

The standard deviation of each characteristic parameter over time
shows great difference between two levels of standard deviation of Rp.
In the case of smaller standard deviation of Rp, the standard deviation of
each characteristic parameter almost keeps constant at the first
25 years. At the year of 30, however, the standard deviation starts to
increase due to more observations of the extremely low value of Rp.
Extremely low Rp could greatly reduce the values of Voc and FF thereby
the Pmax. In the case of larger standard deviation of Rp, the standard
deviations of Pmax, Voc, and FF tend to increase from the beginning of
simulation. The impact of Rp on Isc is very weak except at extremely low
value of Rp, thus the standard deviation of Isc varies little during the first
10 years.

From above analysis, the degradation process of PV characteristic
parameters can be significantly different depending on the degradation
patterns of aging factors. Generally, the loss of power tends to increase
and the mismatch among PV modules becomes more remarkable
through the time.

3.2.2. Case study with 11-year field data in California
Studies in [12] investigated the outdoor performance of 191 mono-

Si PV modules exposed to a cool and coastal environment for 11 years in
California, USA. The comparison of PV module parameters before and
after 11-year operation and the average annual change rates are given
in Table 6. In this case study, the change rates of Isc, Rs, and Rp derived
from long-term field data are used to define corresponding parameters
in the simulation model as in Table 7.

The statistics of PV characteristic parameters before simulated aging
process, after 10-year simulated operation, and after 20-year simulated
operation under NOCT are provided in Table 8. It is observable that the
average annual degradation rates as well as the standard deviations of
Pmax, Isc, Voc, and FF increase through the time. The decay of Isc con-
tributes most to the loss of Pmax.

The distributions of Pmax through the time are depicted in Fig. 6.
After 20 years, there are 73.94% PV modules that their power outputs
are more than 80% of initial rated power. However, it is observable that
PV modules with extremely low Pmax are frequently observed after
20 years. This is due to the decreasing mean value but increasing
standard deviation of Rp that the possibility to observe very low values
of Rp greatly increases. The average annual degradation rate of Pmax in
this case study is lower than the ones in Section 3.2.1. However, the
mismatch among PV modules is much more remarkable, and this will
cause difficulties in PV system management such as maximum power
point tracking.

In this section, the model to simulate the degradation process of PV

Table 5
Value of μ0, A, and λ0 for each aging factor.

μ0 A (%) λ0 (%)

τ 1 −0.5 2
Rs 0.221Ω 2 20
Rp 415.4Ω −2 15 30
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modules are developed. As the degradation patterns and the correla-
tions of the aging factors are not clear, assumptions that the aging
factors are independent, follow Gaussian distribution, and vary linearly

through the time are considered to simplify the study. However, the
simulation method can also be applied if the correlations among aging
factors are unveiled by further research or the aging factors are de-
monstrated to follow other distributions such as inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution.

(a) 0(Rp) = 15% (b) 0(Rp) = 30%

Fig. 4. PDF of maximal power before and after 20 years simulated operation at NOCT.

Fig. 5. Mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of characteristic parameters over time.

Table 6
Comparison of PV module parameters before and after 11-year field operation [12].

Parameter Initial Final Change/year

μ σ σ/μ (%) μ σ σ/μ (%) μ (%) σ (%)

Pmax (W) 39.88 0.849 2.13 38.13 1.67 4.38 −0.40 8.79
Isc (A) 3.29 0.044 1.34 3.08 0.12 3.90 −0.58 15.70
Voc (V) 18.19 0.131 0.72 18.15 0.108 0.60 −0.02 −1.60
Rs (Ω) 0.347 0.115 33.14 0.384 0.184 47.92 0.97 5.45
Rp (Ω) 171 39.2 22.92 115 48.7 42.35 −2.98 2.20

Table 7
Simulation parameters based on field degradation rates.

μ0 A (%) λ0 (%) B (%)

τ 1 −0.58 1.34 15.70
Rs 0.221 Ω 0.97 33.14 5.45
Rp 415.4 Ω −2.98 22.92 2.20
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4. Conclusion and perspective

In this paper, a simulation method is presented to study the de-
gradation process of PV modules. This method relies on a circuit-based
model of PV electrical characteristics. The model relates the PV char-
acteristics to the environmental conditions (irradiation and tempera-
ture) and to the aging factors of PV modules.

Study on the effects of each aging factor on PV characteristics shows
that the decrease of short-circuit current, the main reason of power loss,
is mainly caused by optical degradation of PV modules, while the decay
of fill factor mainly due to parasitic resistances degradation worsens the
power output. PV module designers can benefit from this analysis in
minimizing the influence of degradation on PV performance.

Much effort has been made on the investigation of statistical ana-
lysis of PV characteristic parameters over time under assumptions on

the degradation pattern of each aging factor. In the case studies, dif-
ferent scenarios are considered to investigate the degradation process of
PV modules. Numerical results show that the degradation process of PV
characteristic parameters can be very complicated depending on the
aging patterns of related factors. Generally, the power loss of PV
modules tends to increase and the mismatch among PV modules be-
comes more remarkable through the time. These case studies are based
on KC200GT PV modules by enumerating possible degradation rates of
aging factors and utilizing degradation data derived from long-term
field operation. Practically, the aging patterns highly depend on PV
technology and climates that PV modules expose to. The proposed si-
mulation method can be extended to analyze the degradation process of
other PV technologies and operating conditions by replacing corre-
sponding model parameters such as Rs, Rp, A, B, and λ0 for a pro-
spective PV technology under a given climate.

Table 8
PV characteristic parameters through the time.

Parameter 0-year 10-year Change/year
μ (%)

20-year Change/year
μ (%)

μ σ μ σ μ σ

Pmax (W) 141.98 3.31 131.42 7.40 −0.68 119.03 13.84 −0.81
Isc (A) 6.62 0.09 6.23 0.23 −0.54 5.84 0.39 −0.59
Voc (V) 29.69 0.03 29.54 0.37 −0.05 29.28 1.37 −0.07
FF 0.72 0.01 0.71 0.03 −0.10 0.69 0.06 −0.19

(a) (b) 

(c) 
Fig. 6. Distributions of Pmax through the time, (a) 0-year; (b) 10-year; (c) 20-year.
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